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All woods operators will readily agree that a logging job is

most profitable when the total cost of operation is ;eot at a mininum

level, but the method of reaching this rininum level has never been

agreed upon. All operators realize that in planning their operation and

road system, the cost of this system will eventually have to appear in

their records as so much per M board feet. This cost first appears as a

cost per unit of distance such as per mile, or per hundred foot station,

and is then transferred to a cost per M board feet or per cord, which ever

the unit of operation be, by spreading it over the volume moved over the

road. This volume moved, then will depend upon the volume per acre on the

area, and the area served by each road, which depends on, and varies with,

the spacing of the roads.

However, as the road spacing is increased., with a resulting

decrease in the road building cost per acre, another cost enters the

picture and this increases with a decrease of the road building cost.

IThis cost is the pre-haul cost of moving the product to the road. It is

not difficult to see, that as roads are moved further and further apart,

the average pre-haul distance is going to increase. Then it must be

recognized that to get minimum costs, these two costs must first be

balanced so that an increase in one is met by an equal decrease in the

other When expressed on a "per card" basis. This minimum cost then,

depends on three variable cost factors: cost of road construction per

tnit of distance, cost of pre-haul of the product in units of distance,

and volume per acre.
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While this is recognized to sore extent by all operators, very

few have ever attempted to find a method of balancing these factors and thus

arriving at their minimum cost. Instead, an averag7e road spacing figure is

taken from experience and applied to every tract, regardless of changes in

volume or topography, which will send road construction and hauling costs

far upward. Yet, in many cases, pre-haul operation in combination with the

cost of the transport system commonly make up 50% or more of the total

logging costs, exclusive- of supervision. (D. 14. Mathews - "Principles of

Forest Industry Economy") This fact justifies careful attention to

correct planning of the road system and constant adjustment of spacing to

Changes in condition.

Because in the past, operators have not been able to see the

relationship between road building and pre-hauling costs, they have been

Wary of trying to log areas of low overall volume. They were unable to

adjust their road systems to the. areas, and so when they did try to

operate on an area with l1w overall volume, they nearly always lost money

and had to give up the job. This could be averted, as I will try to show

in this report, by the correct spacing and planning of the road system so

as to get minimum costs. Minimum costs up to loading on trucks or other

methods of hauling on the main transportation system can be got when the

skidding or twitching cost per cord is equal to the road building cost of

tle minor roads to which skidding is done. In this case, the minimum cost

will be obtained when the twitching cost per cord is equal to the sulky

road building cost per cord. This is so because the skidding cost is a

variable cost which increases at an arithmetical rate with a changing value,



and the road buildin cost is a fixed cost decreasIg as the reip)?oCal

of the same chanin value. In a case such:i as this, the miniinui cost is

achieved when these two opposed cost components are equal. Graphical

proof of this is shown on page (3A ). Using the average volume (V .:5.17),

skidding cost (S 7.1), and sulky road cost (R6OO5000 ) as developed

later in this report. If we can achieve a reasonable balance between

these two costs, then we vill be Vell on our way to getting at the

Xliinimum cost per cord. Keeping this firmly in mind, we will now pass

on to the development and explanation of the data as shown on Data

Sheet I.

Development of Data Sheet I.

Before going into the work of drawing up the nap and estimating

the costs as shown on data sheet I, I think it is appropriate to develop

first the basic costs of bunching and of tractor and sulky operation.

These costs are based on the prevailing wage scale for Southeastern

Canada, and with an effective 9 hour day. Tractor and sulky operation

costs are developed from data supplied by the Caterpillar Tractor

Company.
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Basic Costs - Buncin-

Horse
Driver C

Cost per minute

Av" rage load

Average turn per cord

Average production per day
on average 200t haul

Average fixed time

Average fixed cost per turn

Average fixed cost per cord

Average variable time per turn a

Average variable cost per 1001 of turn

Cost per cord per 100'

Basic Tractor8& Sulky Costs

D 4 Winch Sulky Total
Estir ated Costs (F.O.B. Montreal) x340 950 950

Average Investment 2040 570 570

Fixed Cost per hour

Interest, taxes, & Insurance .102 .028 .028 .158

Depreciation .34 .095 .095 .53

Repairs .34 .0 .45 .445

Total fixed cost .782 .183 .168 1.133



oft-

0Ooera ,in cost nDOr hour

0-orator

ru.1

Gasoline

Lubricating oil

Grease

Cable & rigging

Tfires

D4

.40

0 

.01

.08

*03

:L? fl Sulky Total

.40

W,10

.01

.08

.03

005

.05

.72

10*85

.30

2 *15

005

, .. _

*05
o62 .05

Total rlus choker setter

Cost Sner rlin ute on9 hr. effective day -

215L *4

540

Tract or & k ul oeraion

tractor & sulky cost

Worr~aal Load por turn
UJi-ed Time per turn

(Ic Cost -per turn

1?ixed Cost per cord

Varlable hauli_ .ng cost p er turn based on

average of 1.00 nminute oper 100 ft. h-au~l
aid reoturn

Yariblecost peor cord per 100 ft. of
hluing distance -

4 per minute

32

4 per 100 ft.

2.0 g
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From these calculations we have a fixed bunching cost of 335 per

urn, a variable bunching costLf 7.1/ per hundred feet, a fixed sulky

hauling cost of 16/ per turn, and a variable sulky hauling cost of 2/ per

undred feet. These are the basic costs used throughout the calculations.

The next step was the laying out of the blocks on the rap. The

lOcks were laid out rogardless of area, but conforming as nearly as

possible to what would be natural logging units, decided by the topography

f the area. The map itself, and cruise data was supplied by the Oxford

aper Cowpany, and the blue lines upon it are a tentative logging setup by

Keir logging engineer.

After the boundaries of the 16 blocks had been set, the next ste

as to find the total area of t:he blocks, and the total cord wood area

ithin the block. For Block 7, which will be used as an example to demon-

t ate the calculations followed in getting the data on data sheet I, the

otal area, scaled by using plinometer, was found to be 1,346 acres, of

hi.ch 977 acres were found to be in cordwood. The remainder being, scrub,

bg or hardwoods, as shown on the map.

Next the cordwood volume per acre for the ooerable area was cal-

111atedfrom the cruise data on the nap. This was d&ne by finding the

Of the figures such as P498, P629, P845, which represent cubic feet

e acre as shown in the timber cruise, dividing the sum by the number of

ce samples taken, and dividing this by 90 cubic feet which is the equiva-

of one cord. In Block 7 this was ~- 5.12 cords per acre.

4tiplying; the average cords per acre by the total cordsvood acreage of the

leck, the total volume was found. This in turn divided by the total rea



Of the block gives the overall cordae per acre. In Block 7 this was

5.12 X 977 5002 cords

5002 t 1346 3.:30 overall cordage per acre

The next step was the determination of the normal spacing of the

sulky roads. The spacing formulae used is S J . , where:
VC

S . spacing of roads in 100 foot units of distance

R cost of road construction per mile, in cents

V average volume per acre

C skidding or twitching cost por 100 feet of distance.

For a further explanation m d proof of this formula ase "Principles of

Forest Industry Economy", by D. M. Matthews, of the School of Forestry and

Conservation, at the University of Michigan. In Block 7 the calculations

here: See:.35x3000

5.17 x 7,1 5.2

Or the normal road spacing should be 520 feet in Block 7.

After finding this figure the next step was to sketch in the

sulky roads on tior map. Using a pair of dividers so as to keep the

spacing as close as possible to normal, the sulky roads were drawn in. It

must be kept in mind, that in locating the roads, contours, topography, and

direction of slope have to be kept in mind. Also, that it is better to

have a spacing slightly above the normal spacing, rather than below normal,

because the costs rise faster on a narrower than normal spacing than on a

Wider than normal spacing. This can readily be seen on the cost graph on

page (3A). After satisfactorily locating all the necessary roads, the

total mileage of roads used was found with te aid of a ma measure. This
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mileage divided into the cordiuood area gives the number of acres served

by one mile of sulky road. Then by finding the area in square feet served

by each mile of road , and dividing this by the number of feet in a mile,

the actul road spacing in feet is given: that is

977 A
TTT14 iles 67.6 A per m1le of sulkyIT road

67.6 A x 43,560

5280 -5.6 actual road spacing.

This spacing of 560 feet is in contrast with the normal spacing of 520

feet and. is as close as can be expected and is very satisfactory.

To find the average sulky haul, the sum of the ra xrximum hauls

Was found with the aid of the map measure. This was divided by the

nUmber of raximum hauls to give the aver3age maximum haul, and one-half

Of this wv s taken to be the aver% e haul for the block. The maximumr hauls

are considered as the distance from every road end in the block to the

Point where that road joins the main truck road. In Block 7 there were

31 road ends or maximum hauls, with a total of 2.94 miles of maximum haul.

2.94 x 5 80

.31 x 2 2500 feet average sulky haul

Next the variable twitching cost per cord was calculated.

Letting S equal the spacing of the roads, then the distance served by each

road is one half of this, or S, and the average twitching distance would

2
be one-half of this, or S. Then letting C equal the twitching cost per

hundred feet of distance, the average twitching cost per cord will be C ,

C - 7.1 as found in the basic cost calculation

or, 7.1 - . 9.9 cents per cord.
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The sulky haulin> cost per cord is next Ceveloped. Since sie

have already determined the aver c ulky'T caul to ke 2500 feet, and the

basic cost to be 2$ per hundred fc et tyen thle sulky >ulIng cost is:

25 x 2$ 50$ per cord.

The sulk- road bullding cost rer cord Is then found by Multi-

p1yinL the total mileage of sulky road s to be built, by the building

Cost per mile and dividing this by the total cordage on the block.

1= 8.7 per cord.
5002 cords

W7hile this cost of 8.7$ for road building is not equal to the twitching

cost of 9.9$ p:or cord, they are cl-se enough together so as to be con-

sidered in balance and their sum or 18.6 is the m:inimum cost per cord for

twit ching and sulky road construction.

The rm ake up of the fixed cost per cord are developed on data

sheet II, and need little explanation. The costs for felling and bucking,

arranging poles at landingr, and cutting and piling are from a report of

the Oxford Paper Company from their cost records. The fixed twitching

cost, and the fixed sulky hauling cost were basic costs dveloped earlier

in this report, and the truck loading cost is from a report by Banghaf and

Matson, Inc., of Wisconsin which was judged. applicable to this area.

The total average cost per cord for Block 7 up to and including

loading on trucks on the main road is then the sum of the average component

costs, and for Block 7 are:



Variable twitching cost per cord x0.099

Sulky road cost per cord 0.087

Sulky hauling cost Der cord 0.50

Fixed costs per cord 2.54

Average cost per cord for°Block 7 3.21

Using this same method in the other blocks the average cost per

cord was found for each block and frormi these, the average cost per cord,

for the entire area, was found to be 43.17 per cord loaded on trucks on

the main roads.

Development of Data Sheet II.

While it might be logical to take up at this point, the reasons

for using the major road system indicated on the map, this will be left

l-ntil later, and the cost calculations carried through to the end, so as

to preserve a continuity of reasoning in the calculations.

There are two classes of main roads used, and a brief descrip-

tion of these right be helpful.

Class III Road - Fair haul roads - Hand or machine graded, more or

less contour alignment, gradient changing frequently but more favorable,

fairly smooth if properly rmaintained, considerable first and second gear.

Class V Road - Dirt and poor gravel - Fair alignment and gradient,

about 20% second and first gear, surface smooth or rough depending upon

Maintenance.
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The above classification was prepared by Bruce 3;pike of

Banghaf and -atson Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and these roads can be

built over this area for a cost of '400 per nile for the Class III

roads, and "1200 per mile for the Class V roads. Using the map measure

the total mileage of Class ITT and. Class V roads was found separately.

This mileage multiplied by the cost per rlo of the roads gives the

total main road buildimg cost. Then, since all main roads are to be

pro-ratf d against the total volui-e on the area, rather than just

figuring the cost of the roads against the area tributary to the road,

this total cost is divided by the total volume and gives a cost of 31

Per cord for all main road construction.

Truck hauling costs were necessarily figured out in two

separate calculations. One for hauling on Class V roads and one set

for hauling on Class III roads. The method used in each case is

identical, the only change being in the round trip cost of operation

per mile over the different roads.

From the report of Banghaf and latson Inc. truck hauling

costs on Class V road were found to be '0.2017 per mile round trip

hauling distance, and ;0.5132 -or mile for Class III roads. These costs

are based on records kept by Banghaf and atson Inc.) and are for tanden

drive trucks which will carry five cords to a load. It was planned to

use this type truck in planning the operation outlined here, and these

costs are considered applicahle to the area. From data sheet I the

total cords per block were taken and by dividing this total by 5, the

rumber of truck loads necessary per block was found. The next step was
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to find the average hauling distance separately for each block so as to

estimate the average hauling cost per block, and then the grand avera go

hauling cost er cord. To detormine the average hauling distancq, the

Iveighte' center of the ti*bcr block had to be found, and then the dis-

to the
tance from thisA-point of delivery scaled off. By the weighted center

of the timber block, is meant the aver.ge hauling distance of the cord-

wood, which has been brought by the sulky haul to the main road s, to

the end of the block nearest the point of delivery. Then the average

hauling distance for the block is the distance from this point, to the

point of delivery. Por Block 7 this d.istance was found to be 2.45

rmles and since there were 5,002 -ords necessitating 1,000 truckloads,

the trucking cost for this block would be:

1000 x .2017 x 2.45 494.17

Following the same procedure the hauling costs were found for

Class III and Class V roads for all blocks. Then the total hauling

cost was found by adding the costs per block, and this total divided by

the total cordage on the area, to get an average cost per cord for the

whole area. This average cost per cord was found to be 32Y per cord for

hauling on Class V roads and 4d per cord for hauling on Class III roads.

Then to get the total averago cost per cord for the vhole area,

to the point of delivery these component costs were added, and gave

an average cost of o; 3.84 per cord:



.oods cost 3.17 per cord

Main road building cost .31 per cord

Trucking costs-Class V roads .32 err cord

-Class III roads ,04 per cord

Average total cost per cord .S4

Development of the Main Road System

The determination of the class of road to be used in Block

5 to tap Blckcs 2,3, and 6 was based on the norial break-even point

formula \Vhich is N= F 1 - F . This was rewritten in our case to be
V1

cords =R - R
H - h', where RI and R ape costs of construction for Class V

and class III roads, and H1 and H are hauling costs per cord on the

different roads. It was necessary to have a truck road to these three

blocks, because all the cordwood in thenm has to come out the same route,

and. sulky hauling costs would be prohibitive for such a long haul. The

break-even formula will give the nurmber of cords at which the total

road building and hauling costs of one class road. is equal to the

constructicand hauling costs of the other class road. Then if the

total cordage on the three blocks is higher than the number of cords

given in the break-even formula, Class V roads should be built, and if

lower, class III roads should be used. A complete discussion of this

formula may be found in Matthews, "Principles of Forest. Industry Economy".
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The calculations used to justify the use of a Class V road are as

follows:

C = number of cords at break-even point

Rl = construction cost of Class , road

R construction cost of Glass III road

H2 Hauling cost per cord on Class V road

H Hauling cost per cord on Class II road.

It was necessary to build 1.125 riles of road, so

R1 = 1.125 x ' 1200 =$1350

R =1.125 x 400 r;450

H1  1.125 x .2017 - .04538 per cord
5

H 1.125 x .5132 .11547 per cord

C 1350 - 450 w 12,840
.11547 - .04538

So if there are over 12,840 cords in Blocks 2, 3, and 6 the Class V

road should be used. From data sheet I, the cordage is:

Block 2 2830 cords

Block 3 1911 cords

Block 6 9557 cords
1 , 29 8 cords

Therefore, a saving will result if a Class V road is used.

The next step was to decide whether the road should be

extended into Block 6, with a resulting cutting down of sulky hauling

cost, or whether it would be too expoensive to do this, and all wood

should be got to this point by sulky haul. Since there was only a



difference of about 1500 cords between U e total cordage on the area

and the break-even p-olint, it can .nstantly be recognized that it would

not pay to continue the Class V road into Block 6, and so the calcula-

tion is now between sulky roads with a relatively high hauling cost

and Class III roads with a low hauling cost, but a high construction

cost. The calculation ,is more difficult here, because as the road

progresses into the block, te cordwood volume it serves, decreases.

Again a break-even point for-ula is used, but not the simple one used

in the last calculi tion. This formnila is written

N : 2R - S (Matthews "Principles of Forest Industry Economy")
S

and the data necessary is:

V volume of timber tributary to each distance unit of road
as it extends into the area,

h - reduction in hauling cost per cord per unit distance of
road resulting from road irmprovement,

S v x h

R cost of improving road from one standard to the other,
per unit of distance,

n rnumber of distance units at which the total costs of the
two types of roads will be eQual. If the area to be tapped
Yn 7 nger than n, a Class III road will be used, if not,
sulky roads will be built.

To determine the value for V, the average length and width

of the block must be d'termined. There is no simple way that this can

be determined accurately, and so the best that can be done is a fairly

accurate estimate jade of the average length of the block and then by

dividing the area of the block in square inches by the average length
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in inches, the average vidth is given. The average length of Block 6

was judged to be 10.7 inches. The area !as 1,703 acres, and the scale

of tbe riap was 1 square inch equals 40 acres. Therefore, the average

widtb is

1783 A 4.17 inches . 1.04 Niles.
40 x 10.'

Then, taking the unit of distance to be 100 feet, and with a volumre

of 5.36 cords per acre

V - 100 x 1.04 x 5280 x 5.36 67.5 cords
43560

and - 57V per 100 foot station

Hauling cost = .02 per 100 feet

Class& road = 400 -;;7.70 per 100 foot station
52.8

Hauling cost -. 5132 .002 per 1n0 foot station
5 x 52.8

h - (.02 -.002) x 67.5 _;l.215

R =-7.70 -. 57 .7.13

n (2 x 713) - 121.5 _ 10.7
121.5

So, since the break-even point is 1,070 feet, and the average 1 ength of

the block is 5,490 feet it will definitely pay to use a Class III road

rather than sulky roads. The next question is how far should this road

extend into the block. Using the spacing formula S =f .33R
VC

the normal spacing for Class III roads should be:

S = .33 x40000 = 3500 feet.
5.36 x 2



So Class III roacds should normally be spaced 3500 feet apart) so as to

serve a strip 1,750 feet on eacrh side. Then the road should be continued

to viithi±n 1,750 feet of the edge of Block 6. Using this as a guide, the

road Was drawn as shown on the map.

Using the samie procedure, the roads were lain out in blocks

2 and 3.

In planning f-or a class V road to run through the entire

property and north-east fror Block 16 it must be reriembered that this

road had to be built to this standard and continued past the property

boundary to serve as a sumply road for camps to be established in an

adjoining logging area. Otherwise a calculation similar to the one

just comp leted would have to be used to determine the standard of road

to be built into Block 16. But s.ince this road had to be built, it was

decided that the cost of building the road through the entire territory

should be born by the cordwood on the area. The next question then was

where to locate the road. There were two possibilities, to locate the

road w-here it nm- stands, or to follow the blue line shown on the map.

The deciding- factor was the sulky hauling cost to the different loca-

tions. Calling the location oZ the road as shown on the map, Road I,

and the other possible location as shown in blue, Road II, and letting

the area west of Road I be known as Blocks 12B, 14B, and 15 B; the

area east of Road II, Blocks 10, and 13; and the area between Roads I

and II Blocks 12A, 14A, and 15A; the sulky hauling costs to each

location were figured as follows.
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The average sulky hauling distance for eacl of the blocks

was estimated in c hains, with 20 chains ecualing one inch. Then the

average cords per acre times the acres of cordwoed aiea in each

block times the average sulky hauling distance gives tie total nurber

of chains of sulky haul necessary por block This fiure divided by

80 gives the nmber of miles of sulky haul and this tiaes the

sulky haul cost o r le gives the total sulky hauling cost to Roads

I and II. These calculations are:

Sulky haul cost to Road II

Block No.

13

10

12 A

14 A

15 A

12 B

14 B

15 B

Average Cords or A
Sul ky Haul

30 chs. 5.94

28 6.73

36 5.83

32 I.. 2

30 5, 38

(46 + 72) 3.84

(53 + 64) 4.48

( 43 + 60 ) 4.36

Tot al sul7:y haul in chains

Acreage

903

1,114

901

309

50

777

1,578

Total Sulky
Haul

161,000

210,000

189,000

45,000

93,600

,o,000

429,000

708,000

2,354,200



Sulky haul cost to Road I

Block Ho.

13

10

12 A

14 A

15 A

12 B

14 B

15 B

Average Cords ?e A,
Sulky Haul

(30 + 62) ohs. 5.94

(28 + 68) 6.73

3I) 5.83

32 4.62

30 5.38

46 3.84

59 4.48

43 4.36

Total sulky haul in chains

Acrageo

906

1,114

901

309

580

1,142

777

1,578

Total Sulky
Haul

495,000

720,000

189,000

45,600

93,600

202,000

205,000

295,000

2,245,200

2,354,200 - 2,245,200 . 109,000 chains

109,000 1,362.5 miles more of sulky haul to Road II
80

than to Road I.

1,362.5 x 52.8 x.02 i 1,440

Or there is a saving of ,$1,440 if Road I location is used rather than

Road II location.

If it were not necessary to have a Class V road, the area

could be better served by two Class III roads on a spacing of approx-

imately 4,200 feet, as shown by using the spacing formula

S 33R with V as the overall average cords per acre.
VC

33 X 40000 4200 feet. This would result in a
. v 3.'78x2
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reduction in sulky hauling costs and road building costs, which would

more than off set the increased truck hauling cost.

Another possibility would be putting a Class III road parallel

to the Class V road along the route spoken of previously as Road II,

thus having the area served by two roads rather than one, but by a

calculation similar to the one deciding the location of the main road,

it was found. to be unprofitable, and so the idea was dropped.

Sum:9ary

Thus, by correct spacing of sulky roads, depending on cost of

road construction, volume per acre, and twitching cost, and by a

correct planning and locating of main road systems, again keeping in

mind all changes in volume per acre and volume to be carried over each

road, we have been able to draw up a logging plan with a total cost of

only y3.84 per cord delivered to the point of delivery. This is for

an area of 20,700 acres with an over-all volume of only 3.78 cords per a

acre, and should be proof that, it is profitable to log areas with low

over-all volume if enough attention is paid to correct planning so as

to arrive at minimum costs per unit of voluie. This correct planning

can be done with the use of road spacin formulae, using the results

given in the formulae as a guide to give the approximate road plan to

be used in the woods, and then fitting this road plan to the area as

topography and location of timber demand.
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